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With its long neck and front legs, Brachiosaurus was the giraffe of the prehistoric world - a giant giraffe.
Readers learn about this huge plant eater and its Jurassic home from carefully leveled and engaging text, bold

illustrations, and interesting facts reviewed by Smithsonian experts.

This herbivore with long neck could reach. Característico del Brachiosaurus es sin duda su largo cuello. Se lo
define como los Titanosauriformes más cercanamente relacionados con el braquiosaurio que con el

saltasaurio.

Brachiosaurus

Brachiosaurus is a type of dinosaur who first appeared in Dino Rescue Pups and the Lost Dino Eggs.
According to Rex brachiosaurus are 90 feet tall. The Brachiosaurus figure also has multiple points of neck leg
tail and jaw articulation for multiple moves and posing. Brachiosaurus was a giant sauropod who lived during
the Jurassic period and was three times higher than a modern giraffe and weighted almost as 20 elephants..
The Brachiosaurus is a sauropod dinosaur. left hand navigation Skip to Search Results. A large brachiosaurid
dinosaur of the genus Brachiosaurus of the Jurassic Period with the nostrils and eyes set high up on the head.
The towering graceful giraffelike sauropod with its skyward stretching neck. Choose from contactless Same.
Brachiosaurus definition is a genus of huge dinosaurs suborder Sauropoda of the Upper Jurassic having
longer forelegs than hind legs. BrachiosaurusBRAKeeohSORus was a large sauropod dinosaur from late
Jurassic 159 to 145 mya North America with its close cousin Giraffatitan living in Africa. The name

Brachiosaurus means arm lizard in Latin. The Brachiosaurus would grind up foliage using its 52 coneshaped
teeth. Paleontologists think the Brachiosaurus ate between 400 and 900 pounds of food each day.
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